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2.3. INDIRECT EXPORTS TO THE 
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND VIA THE EU27 

AND THE UK

I AM A COMPANY EXPORTING TO THE REPUBLIC OF 
IRELAND VIA THE UK LAND BRIDGE

Customs procedures
All exporters involved in clearing goods through a customs border are required to be registered 
with the relevant customs authority (EU or UK from 1 January 2021). This is achieved through the 
issuing of an Economic Operators Registration and Identification (EORI) number. Without a valid 
EORI, the process of clearing goods through the customs border is held up. 

A valid EORI number is needed to obtain Binding Origin Information (BOI) and Binding Tariff 
Information (BTI) decisions. Both decisions enable the exporters to claim any tariff preferences 
according to the originating status of the product that have been granted (see What are EORI, BTI 
and BOI?).

As long as the UK was part of the EU’s customs union and single market, EORI, BOI and BTI 
were not required for the movement of goods between the EU27 and the UK and the UK and the 
Republic of Ireland. However, since 1st January 2021, valid UK issued EORIs and BOI and BTO 
decisions will be essential to the onward movement of goods across an EU/UK border and across 
the UK/EU border when onward shopped to the Republic of Ireland, if tariff preferences are to be 
claimed when goods enter the Republic of Ireland from the UK.

Since 1 January 2021, ACP exporters responsible for clearing goods through both EU and UK 
customs, who are using the UK land bridge to deliver goods landed initially in the EU27 prior to 
the Republic of Ireland, have to be registered with both EU and UK customs authorities and be in 
possession of two distinct EORI numbers.
It cannot be assumed that your UK partner will be in possession of a valid EU27 issued EORI 
number which will be required for clearing goods through EU27 customs when entering from the 
territory of the EU. This will need to be checked, to ascertain whether the UK onward exporter or 
EU27 importer has the necessary EU issued EORI number and associated BOI and BTI decisions.

In the final weeks of 2020 and early 2021, concerns have arisen over the customs treatment of 
goods which enter the customs territory of the UK and are then onward traded into the EU market. 
It has been suggested that, by entering the customs territory of the UK, the products are losing 
their ACP originating status, without undergoing the necessary processing which would enable 
them to secure EU ‘originating status’ under the rules of origin applicable under the EU/UK trade 
agreement and hence fall under the duty free-quota free access provisions of the EU/UK trade 
agreement.

This is linked to the EU’s rejection of ‘diagonal cumulation’ provisions under the EU/UK trade 
agreement’s rules of origin.
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It has been suggested that in order for such triangularly traded goods to retain their ACP 
‘originating status’ and hence duty-free access to the EU market, such products will need to remain 
under customs supervision and should not formally enter the customs territory of the UK.
This suggest extensive use will need to be made of the Common Transit Convention in the 
handling of triangularly traded products along ACP-UK-EU supply chains. This is not a costless 
exercise, with new investments in the establishment of bonded warehouses (in the UK), and 
customs discharge facilities (in the EU) being required, as well as a reorganisation of logistical 
arrangements for the forwarding of triangularly traded shipments to the EU.

Unless this issue is urgently addressed this could serve to further disrupt the functioning of ACP 
supply chains which use the UK ‘land bridge’ to deliver horticultural products to markets in the 
Republic of Ireland after initial landing in a mainland EU27 Member State. 

Brexit preparedness checklist: Customs procedures

1. If, having landed products in a mainland EU27 Member State (e.g. the Netherlands, 
Belgium or France) you deliver goods to markets in the Republic of Ireland via the UK 
land bridge, and your company is responsible for clearing goods through both EU 
and UK customs, you will need both a valid EU27-issued EORI number and associated 
BOI and BTI decisions) and a valid UK-issued EORI number and associated BOI and 
BTI decisions (see Applying for EORI, BTI and BOI in an EU27 Member State and 
Applying for EORI, BTI and BOI in the UK).

 � Check which customs authority issued your current EORI number (UK or another 
EU Member State) and apply for a new EORI number for the territory to which 
your existing EORI number will no longer apply.

 � If your EORI number begins with GB *** it will only be valid for clearing goods 
through UK customs, and will no longer be valid for clearing goods through EU 
customs. In this case, a new EORI number will need to be obtained from an EU27 
customs authority.

 � If your EORI number begins with the initials of another EU member state (e.g., BE 
*** for Belgium, NL ***for the Netherlands) it will not be valid for clearing goods 
through UK customs. In this case, a new EORI number will need to be obtained 
from the UK customs authority.

 � Ensure you have valid BOI and BTI decisions attached to the applicable EORI 
number. 

2. If your trading partner in Europe is responsible for clearing your goods through UK 
customs when using the UK land bridge to Ireland, you should check that your EU27 
trade partner:

 �  intends to continue to trade into markets in the Irish Republic after 1 January 2021

 �  has obtained, or is taking steps to obtain, an EORI number valid for the UK customs 
territory

 �  knows how to obtain new valid BOI and BTI decisions based on the new UK 
registration number (see What are EORI, BTI and BOI?).
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3. Your company should also check the following with your trading partner in Europe:

 �  They are familiar with the Common Transit Convention and the documentary 
requirements for the transit of horticultural exports via EU27 countries through the 
UK to the Republic of Ireland (see The Common Transit Convention).

 �  They have, or are applying for, Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) status, or 
have secured the services of a Brexit-prepared freight forwarder familiar with all 
the new requirements (which facilitates border clearance operations) see What is 
the AEO scheme?).

 �  They are familiar with any phytosanitary requirements which may be required for 
non-EU horticultural products in transit across the UK and, if necessary, with the 
new UK-only Import of Products, Animals, Food and Feed System (IPAFFS) (which 
will replace the EU TRACES system) and the new UK PEACH system.

 �  They have established whether the new checks on high-risk products not of animal 
origin originating in third countries and passing through mainland EU countries 
will also be applicable to horticultural products in transit over the UK land bridge 
to the Republic of Ireland.

 �  They are familiar with the new pre-shipment requirements applied by EU27 
port authorities handling UK-bound cargoes that use the UK land bridge to the 
Republic of Ireland.

4.  Explore alternative routes serving markets in the Republic of Ireland via new direct 
ferry services being established between mainland EU27 ports and the Republic of 
Ireland (see Challenges of the UK Land Bridge to serve markets in the Republic of 
Ireland via the EU27).

The VAT Issue
Since 1 January 2021, the UK and the EU27 are separate and distinct jurisdiction for Value Added 
Tax (VAT) purposes. ACP exporters trading through the UK to EU27 markets need to ensure they 
are registered with both the UK and EU27 VAT systems.

Brexit preparedness checklist: The VAT issue

1.  Check that your supply chain is fully prepared to deal with the UK and EU27 as 
separate VAT territories.

2. Check that you can make full use of available arrangements for simplifying VAT 
payments to minimise additional costs within the new VAT registration and reporting 
context.

Certifications and authorisations
Unless an explicit commitment is made by the EU and UK authorities to continue to recognise 
EU-issued authorisations and certificates, then goods without a valid EU-recognised certificate or 
authorisation will not be allowed to be placed on the EU market including the Republic of Ireland 
and Northern Ireland. These requirements also cover labelling and marking requirements.
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However, in the area of most immediate significance to ACP horticultural exports, official 
certification of organic products, in the final months of 2020 both the UK and the EU decided 
unilaterally to continue to recognise organic certification issued by the EU and the UK respectively 
throughout 2021 (see organic certification). 

This unilateral recognition was extended in the 24 December 2020 EU/UK trade agreement 
through a formal commitment to mutual recognition of organic certification for products listed in 
specific annexes, until the end of 2023. This issue of mutual recognition will be reassessed by 31 
December 2023, to determine whether such arrangements will be extended.

The 24 December 2020 agreement stated ‘if, as a result of that reassessement, equivalence is 
not confirmed by a party, recognition of equivalence shall be suspended.’ If recognition of 
equivalence is suspended from 31 December 2023, ACP exporters of organic products would then 
need to obtain certification from both an EU27 and UK certification agency, if they are to be able 
to continue to place their goods for sale respectively on both the EU27 and UK market as organic 
products. 

An invalid organic certificate would not prevent ACP organic product exporters from selling their 
product on the EU or UK market after 31 December 2023, but it would mean they would not be 
allowed to sell it as an organic product and hence would lose the organic price premium enjoyed.
A close eye will need to be maintained on the evolution of the EU/UK mutual recognition 
agreement on organic certification agencies in 2023, so timely and appropriate actions can be 
taken by ACP organic product exporters to ensure they remain eligible to sell their products on 
organic markets in the EU when traded through the UK.

Beyond organic certification, it is unclear what other authorisation and certification issues may 
arise for horticultural products. The situation will need to be checked on a product-by-product 
basis.

NOTE

This section does not cover phytosanitary certificates (which are dealt in another section) or private 
certification requirements (which are not a market access issue but a marketing requirement).

Brexit preparedness checklist: Certifications and authorisations

1.  Since EU/UK mutual recognition of organic certification issued by their respective 
certification agencies has been agreed until 31 December 2023, the need to secure 
separate EU27 and UK organic certification for sales on the EU27 and UK market 
respectively, has been deferred.

2.  Should EU and UK organic standards diverge after 31 December 2023, and mutual 
recognition lapse, ACP exporters delivering organic products to markets in the 
Republic of Ireland via the UK land bridge will need to ensure they have organic 
certification issued by an EU27-recognised certification agency from 1 January 2024. 

3.  The need for other certification or authorisation requirements will need to be checked 
on a product-by-product basis.
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SPS Requirements and Controls
Plant health checks in the Republic of Ireland 

It is still unclear how phytosanitary import controls will be applied to cargoes using the UK land 
bridge to the Republic of Ireland.

From 1st January 2021, the EU, including the Republic of Ireland (RI), will be implementing standard 
third country phytosanitary controls on goods entering from Great Britain (England, Scotland and 
Wales).

Goods imported to the Republic of Ireland over the UK ‘land bridge’ will require the same 
documentation as accompanied their initial landing in an EU27 Member State. Products will need 
to be: 

 �  Accompanied by a phytosanitary certificate (except for the EU 6 exempted products) 

 �  Pre-notified electronically prior to arrival in the EU

 �  Subject to documentary and identity checks at an authorised Border Control Post

 �  Subject to physical inspections at an authorised Border Control Post

These standard third country border controls could lead to a triplication of both phytosanitary 
related import documentation requirements and phytosanitary inspections for ACP goods that 
enter the Republic of Ireland through GB use the UK land bridge for shipment to the Republic of 
Ireland after initial landing in mainland EU countries, unless appropriate arrangements are set in 
place.

Plant health checks in GB of products transported along the supply chain ACP/EU main-
land/GB/RI

The transit arrangements under which ACP horticultural products are shipped to the Republic of 
Ireland via the UK land bridge, and previously via the EU mainland, determine which checks will 
be conducted in GB.

(1) If ACP horticultural products are first cleared in the EU mainland and re-exported to GB, they 
will be treated as EU produce. Customs, as well as sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) checks, will be 
phased in over 3 stages: 

From 1 January 2021 on entry to the UK:

 �  EU (and EU-cleared) fruit and vegetables will not require pre-notification or a phytosanitary 
certificate (PC)

 �  Designated high-risk plants and plant products will need to be pre-notified by the importer 
in England, Scotland or Wales. A PC will also be required, as well as any associated 
plant health information. The physical check will occur at the point of destination, and 
documentary checks remotely. The list of high risk plants can be found on the GOV.UK 
website: Importing and exporting plants and plant products from 1 January 2021 - GOV.UK 
(www.gov.uk).

From 1 April 2021 on entry to the UK:  

 �  Almost all fresh fruit and vegetables will need a PC, and will have to be pre-notified. 

 �  Some low risk (non-regulated) plants and plant products will be exempted from import 
regulations and will not require a PC. These are: kiwi, cotton (bolls), citrus (fruits and leaves), 
curry leaves, kumquat, mango, bitter orange, passionfruit, persimmon, guava, pineapple, 
coconut, durian, banana & plantain, and dates, as well as processed and packed fruit and 
vegetables. However, products not on the EU list of products exempted from phytosanitary 
certificates, will need to be accompanied by a phytosanitary certificate when landed in the 
Republic of Ireland.

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/importing-and-exporting-plants-and-plant-products-from-1-january-2021
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/importing-and-exporting-plants-and-plant-products-from-1-january-2021
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 �  PC inspections will be conducted on all regulated pests, and physical inspections will 
continue for ‘high-priority’ plant and plant products

 �  Inspection fees will apply on EU imported produce in England and Wales 

From 1 July 2021 on entry to the UK: 

 �  All regulated plants and plant products will need a PC, to be pre-notified, and be subject to 
physical inspections and extra documentary checks (except the exempted plants and plant 
products listed above). Fees will apply.

 �  The level of checks in GB will take into account the level of checks imposed by the EU on 
UK goods of a similar risk status

(2) If ACP horticultural products pass through the EU mainland in transit (under procedures set 
out under the Common Transit Convention), they will receive the standard third country checks. 

 �  As they will transit the EU mainland in sealed units and cross the territory of the UK in 
sealed units, they will not be cleared or subject to checks on initial landing in the EU or on 
entry to the UK, but will checked at the border control post (BCP) of entry in the Republic of 
Ireland.

 �  For clearance in the Republic of Ireland after the completion of transit across the UK ‘land 
bridge’ a phytosanitary certificate (PC) will be required for almost all plants and plant 
products, exempt those explicitly exempted by the EU (this list of products is smaller than in 
the case of the UK).

Products Exempted from Phytosanitary Certificate Requirements:

BY THE EU27 + NORTHERN IRELAND 
AND IN GREAT BRITAIN ONLY BY GREAT BRITAIN

Bananas, Coconuts, Dates, Durian, Pineapples Bitter orange, Cotton (bolls), Curry leaf, Fruit & 
leaves citrus, Guava, Kiwi, Kumquat, Mangoes, 
Passionfruit, Persimmon, Plantains

The UK Government website provides updated information on Import plants and plant products 
from non-EU countries to Great Britain and Northern Ireland

Plant health checks in GB of products transported along the supply chain ACP/GB/RI

As for ACP horticultural products only transiting in the EU mainland, there will be no phased 
approach for ACP horticultural direct imports to GB. Non-EU imports into the UK will continue to 
be checked at border control points (BCPs).

Pesticide approvals and MRLs

While any changes made to EU pesticide regulations after 1 January 2021 will not apply in the UK 
(with the exception of Northern Ireland), ACP exporters will need to fully comply with EU pesticide 
regulation requirements, when goods are exported to the Republic of Ireland over the UK ‘land 
bridge’ after initial landings in the mainland EU.

While the UK may set MRL and assess applications for new registrations based on its own 
independent assessments, if the ACP product is subsequently exported for sale on the Republic 
of Ireland market via the UK ‘land bridge’, such products will need to be fully compliant with EU 
pesticide regulation requirements.

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/importing-plants-fruit-vegetables-or-plant-material-to-the-uk#import-plants-and-plant-products-from-non-eu-third-countries-to-northern-ireland
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/importing-plants-fruit-vegetables-or-plant-material-to-the-uk#import-plants-and-plant-products-from-non-eu-third-countries-to-northern-ireland
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As UK and EU requirements diverge ACP horticultural exporters and their partners will need to 
closely follow these developments, where the UK ‘land bridge’ is used to ship goods so as to 
avoid any misunderstandings of the requirements faced in the market where the product is placed 
for sale.

Official Controls of imported food

Within the EU, Regulation (EU) 2019/1793 (replacing Regulation EC 669/2009) applies an 
increased level of official controls on imports of certain feed and food of non-animal origin. Some 
commodities are, on the basis of risk, subject to an increased level of official controls at the point 
of entry into the EU. One of the potential areas of “high-risk” concerns pesticide residues.  

The UK approach to these official controls may diverge, notably on the revision timeframe. The 
future UK policy for imports of high-risk food and feed not of animal origin (HRFNAO) is outlined 
in the UK Border Operating Model (BordersOpModel.pdf (publishing.service.gov.uk).

From 1 January 2021, any non-EU-originating HRFNAO will need to enter GB via an established 
port of entry and a Border Control Point (BCP) approved for HRFNAO. Importers will be required 
to submit import pre-notifications in advance of the goods’ arrival via IPAFFS.

From April 2021, new import requirements similar to those from non-EU countries will be phased 
in for HRFNAO arriving from the EU.

ACP imports to GB via the EU: 

 � From January 2021, EU-cleared HRFNAO imported into GB will be treated as EU-origin 
and will not be subject to new import requirements. New import requirements will then be 
phased in from April 2021.

 � Produce that passes through the EU in transit will be subject to the same rules as non-EU 
produce, when entering the Republic of Ireland.

Against this background, ACP horticultural exporters may need to explore alternative transport 
routes (e.g., via new direct shipping services established between the Republic of Ireland and 
mainland Europe).

Brexit preparedness checklist: SPS Requirements and Controls

1. Clarify with your trade partner how in the handling of onward shipment of products 
across the UK ‘land bridge’ to the Republic of Ireland are to be dealt with the context 
of an evolving divergence of EU27 and UK requirements. 

 
Border control issues
While the most severe border control-related disruptions are likely to occur along supply chains 
using cross channel roll-on/roll-off (RoRo) ferry services (along the Calais–Dover corridor), recent 
reports suggest similar disruptions are possible for RoRo services across the Irish Sea in the first 
six months of 2021 (BBC News, 24 November 2020). The Irish Road Haulage Association (IRHA) 
expressed concern that “border-ready pre-boarding IT systems have not been tested”.

While the EU is planning to enforce border controls on the Irish side from 1 January 2021, the UK 
is to phase in controls by 1 July 2021. There is concern that while preparation have been going 
ahead on the Irish side, UK systems are not ready.As a consequence, disruptions are expected 
along RoRo ferry routes linking the UK and Ireland in the first six months of 2021.

However, the Swedish-owned Stena Line, the world’s largest ferry company, takes a more positive 
view, and is confident it is ‘in the right place’ for dealing with the impending changes.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/925140/BordersOpModel.pdf
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-55046594
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In the short to medium term, there will be intense pressures on UK border control systems as 
a result of human, physical infrastructure and IT constraints, compounded by a lack of business 
preparedness for the new administrative requirements.

The UK Government’s 2019 “Operation Yellowhammer” report suggested the flow rate of heavy 
goods vehicle (HGV) vehicles across the cross channel EU27/UK border could be reduced to 
between 40–60% of the current flow rate. This reduced flow rate could last up to 3 months, after 
which it could return to 50–70%.

This would have implications for ACP horticultural exporters seeking to use the UK land bridge to 
serve markets in the Republic of Ireland. Such delays are likely to reduce the commercial value of 
delivered cargoes. It is difficult to see how ACP horticulture exporters could mitigate these losses 
without a fundamental review of their routes to serving markets in the Republic of Ireland.

Both business and public policy initiatives are under way to expand direct ferry links between the 
mainland EU and the Republic of Ireland (see Challenges of the UK Land Bridge to serve markets 
in the Republic of Ireland via the EU27).

Brexit preparedness checklist: Border control issues

1. If you export to the  Republic of Ireland using the UK ‘land bridge’ after initial landing 
in an EU27 Member State and your partner is responsible for clearing goods through 
UK customs, a dialogue should be initiated to ensure they:

 �  are familiar with the Common Transit Convention and its documentary 
requirements (see The Common Transit Convention)

 �  have (or are applying for) Authorised Economic Operator status or have secured 
the services of a Brexit-prepared freight forwarder (see What is the AEO scheme?).

 �  are familiar with the new pre-shipment requirements being applied by EU27 port 
authorities handling UK-bound cargoes.

2.  Consider exploring options for directly shipping cargoes from mainland EU27 ports 
of landing to the Republic of Ireland without having to cross the UK land bridge (see 
Challenges of the UK Land Bridge to serve markets in the Republic of Ireland via the 
EU27).

Logistics: Truck, driver and fuel shortages
New UK/EU border controls will slow the flow of traffic through the main EU/UK short sailing 
cross-channel RoRo ports and through RoRo routes across the Irish Sea to the Republic of Ireland. 

This will carry real commercial implications for ACP horticultural exporters who make use of 
triangular supply chains in delivering goods to EU markets via the UK.

The UK Government’s 2019 “Operation Yellowhammer” report suggested that delays at the UK 
border arising from the reintroduction of customs, SPS, food safety and other controls could result 
in delays in the movement of goods that may cause a shortage of freight trucks and licensed HGV 
drivers.

This will compound the existing shortage of licensed HGV drivers in the UK, and the potential 
Brexit-related problems that could arise from the high dependence of the UK road haulage sector 
on drivers holding EU27 nationality. This could potentially lead to a shortage of hauliers willing to 
take goods across the channel and the Irish Sea.

EU27 road haulage companies will seek to factor into their 2021 freight rates the costs of having 
trucks tied up extensive traffic jams.

https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/explainers/operation-yellowhammer
https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/explainers/operation-yellowhammer
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Brexit preparedness checklist: Truck, driver and fuel shortages

1. ACP exporters landing goods in the EU to serve markets in the Republic of Ireland via 
the UK land bridge should, in association with their partners: 

 �  review their dependence on onward shipment by truck through short sailing cross-
channel RoRo ports in south-east England to markets in the Republic of Ireland

 �  assess their vulnerability to delivery delays along RoRo routes serving markets in 
the Republic of Ireland, and the likely commercial implications

 � assess their vulnerability to increased road haulage charges along RoRo routes 
serving markets in the Republic of Ireland.

2.  If ACP exporters’ partners do not own their own fleet of HGVs, ask what steps are 
being taken now to efforts should be made to lock-in HGV services for use along the 
UK land bridge to markets in the Republic of Ireland, in light of likely freight charge 
increases in 2021.

3.  Discussions should be held with road haulage partners over whether they are 
adequately planning prepared for likely UK road transport disruptions in 2021 when 
using the UK ‘land bridge’. This should include discussions of the shipping routes to 
be utilised and the new traffic management IT systems to be deployed.

4.  Discussions should be held to explore with trade partners the scope for shifting the 
routing of cargoes destined for the Republic of Ireland away from the use of the UK 
‘land bridge’ and over to the use of the expanding direct ferry links between the 
mainland EU and the Republic of Ireland  (e.g. DFDS, 27 November 2020).

Contractual issues
There are two main contractual issues that may rise along the supply chains using the UK land 
bridge to serve markets in the Republic of Ireland, regarding:

 �  customs clearance responsibilities

 �  sharing the burden of additional costs and losses arising from potential Brexit-related trade 
disruptions.

If ACP horticultural exporters are contractually bound to clear goods through both UK and EU27 
customs, they will need to take steps to comply with all new administrative requirements that arise 
as a result of the Brexit process. Alternatively, they will have to familiarise themselves with the use 
of the Common Transit Convention for the movement of goods across the UK ‘land bridge’.

In terms of burden sharing, a new EU regulation on unfair trading practices (UTPs) is scheduled 
to come into effect over the next two years. An initiative could usefully be launched to establish a 
code of conduct on Brexit-related burden sharing that follows the principles enshrined in the EU 
UTP regulation.

https://www.dfds.com/en/about/media/news/dfds-opens-direct-ireland-france-ferry-route
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Brexit preparedness checklist: Contractual issues

1. If the contract places the obligation to clear customs on the ACP exporter, ensure you 
are familiar with all the Brexit-related customs administration changes (e.g., see What 
are EORI, BTI and BOI?).

2.  Wherever possible, future contracts for the delivery of horticultural products to Irish 
markets using the UK land bridge should include provisions (Incoterms) for sharing 
costs and losses arising from Brexit-related disruptions of trade along ACP/mainland 
EU/UK/Republic of Ireland supply routes.

3.  Where (2) is possible, it may be necessary to look at shipping goods from mainland 
Europe to the Republic of Ireland via direct shipping services to avoid potential 
problems in using the UK land bridge.
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THE UK LAND BRIDGE SERVING MARKETS IN THE REPUBLIC 
OF IRELAND VIA THE EU27

Current trade volume using the UK land bridge
It is estimated that some 150,000 Irish lorries use the land bridge every year. In 2016 these vehicles 
carried €18 billion in exports and €3 billion in imports, accounting for 40% of Irish exports and 
13% of imports (The Irish Times, 21 September 2020). Currently, journey times across the UK land 
bridge take less than 20 hours, compared to 40 hours on direct ferry journeys to continental 
Europe.

Calls have been made for faster ferry services to reduce journey times. New ferries that have been 
commissioned should make this technically feasible. A key issue will be the scheduling of ferry 
services in line with the needs of Irish businesses.

Special border arrangements

In 2018, the Irish government started discussionq with the UK government to continue using 
the ‘the UK as a “land bridge” for goods in transit to Dublin without border checks’. Goods 
undergoing checks in Calais would be sealed and shipped via the land bridge to Ireland without 
any need for further customs checks, preserving the integrity of the EU single market and reducing 
administrative costs (generated by customs declaration) (The Guardian, 6 September 2018, 8 
September 2018).

According to the Irish Government, “an agreed understanding has been reached on the continued 
use of the land bridge under the internal transit procedure” (Government of Ireland, July 2019). 
Issues relating to EU rules and procedures on SPS controls still need to be clarified, including for 
high-risk non-animal products that have been cleared by a mainland EU phytosanitary authority 
prior to shipping.

From an ACP perspective, no additional UK controls should be required on horticultural products 
in transit to the Republic of Ireland via the UK land bridge.

EU Member States have established “green lane” systems that bypass customs checks for Irish 
origin trucks arriving in EU ports from the UK with sealed containers (The Irish Times, 9 October 
2020). However, problems are likely to remain on the UK side unless a special initiative is set in 
place.

Road haulage issues

The discussions about special border clearance of ‘sealed’ containers in transit to the Republic of 
Ireland do not address the issue of road and port congestion along routes used by ‘land bridge’ 
shipments.

ACP horticultural products traded into the Republic of Ireland over the UK land bridge are likely 
to be caught up in the general traffic disruptions post-Brexit. This will lead to extra road haulage 
costs and delays in delivery of fresh produce to customers in the Republic of Ireland, which could 
strip value out of these supply chains. 

At the beginning of 2021, a range of issues began to emerge in the movement of goods between 
the EU mainland, UK, and the Republic of Ireland. According to Holyhead port operator Stena, lorry 
traffic through the port ‘has fallen to about a third of its usual capacity’. Queues at the port have 
so far been avoided,. However,congestion at the depots of major hauliers is increasing as cargoes 
are being held back, as producers and traders struggle to get to grips with the new administrative 
requirements for trade into the Republic of Ireland. According to haulage industry sources there is 

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/brexit-irish-hauliers-seek-state-help-to-bypass-uk-land-bridge-1.4359886
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2018/sep/06/ireland-hopes-side-deal-with-eu-could-allow-it-friction-free-trade-across-border
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2018/sep/07/brexit-secretary-under-fire-from-michel-barnier-on-irish-border-issue
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2018/sep/07/brexit-secretary-under-fire-from-michel-barnier-on-irish-border-issue
https://www.dfa.ie/media/dfa/eu/brexit/keydocuments/Contingency-Action-Plan-Update.-July-2019.pdf
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/government-may-subsidise-direct-ferry-routes-to-eu-post-brexit-says-coveney-1.4376891
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/government-may-subsidise-direct-ferry-routes-to-eu-post-brexit-says-coveney-1.4376891
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a lot of confusion around the demarcation of responsibilities in regard to the new documentation 
requirements (BBC, 8 January 2021).

In the face of delayed shipments and increased costs, the Irish food industry has called for ‘the 
border checks to be reviewed and relaxed under the terms of the agreement’. The Irish Department 
of Agriculture meanwhile is planning to ‘explore whether Brexit border checks on food can be 
eased under the EU-UK trade agreement to allow Irish-British supplies to flow more smoothly’. 
Currently, in line with standard EU third country import controls, all consignments from the UK are 
subject to documentary and identity checks, while for high-risk products 50% of consignments are 
subject to physical inspections (The Irish Times, 12 January 2021).

However, this may take some time to arrange. EU chief Brexit negotiator Michel Barnier has made 
it clear ‘the UK will not be able to rewrite structural changes that have led to checks on agricultural 
exports’ and that the agreement needed to be implemented not renegotiated. Michel Barnier also 
highlighted how, while the UK government claimed many of the current problems were ‘teething 
problems’, many of them were ‘obvious, inevitable consequences’ of the choices made by the UK 
government, with the basis for UK/EU trade having ‘changed for good’ as a result of the UK’s 
decision to leave the EU customs union and single market (Independent, 18 January 2021).

Early progress on reducing the trade administration burden in the movement of goods along the 
UK ‘land bridge’ should not be expected.

Expanded direct ferry services

The Irish Government has announced its willingness, if necessary, to mobilise public subsidies for 
direct ferry routes between the Republic of Ireland and mainland Europe, including from dedicated 
EU transport network connectivity funds (The Irish Times, 9 October 2020).

A number of new direct ferry services have already been established and additional sailings have 
been introduced along existing routes (BusinessLive, 12 October 2020).

Danish shipping and logistics company DFDS announced the establishment, from 2 January 2021, 
of a new freight ferry service of six scheduled sailings per week between Dunkirk and Rosslare, 
with a capacity for 125 trucks per service and a journey time of 24 hours (DFDS, 27 November 
2020). This route offers “direct and paperless transport” between the mainland EU and the 
Republic of Ireland and is designed to avoid UK/EU customs formalities and potential port and 
road traffic disruptions. The provision of individual cabins for drivers will address earlier concerns 
about legal limits on driving times and statutory rest periods under EU legislation. Reports at 
the beginning of January revealed this route was fully booked (EURACTIV.com, 7 January 2021).  
Based on a 52-week operating schedule, this route could carry some 39,000 trucks per year each 
way, equivalent to almost 25% of trucks using the UK land bridge in 2016.

CLdN Cargo, one of Europe’s leading port-operating logistics providers, has announced it will 
be expanding its container/RoRo service on the Zeebrugge to Cork route to two sailings a week 
(Afloat, 27 November 2020) and is also expanding its services from Rotterdam. CLdN Cargo is 
providing a Brexit information portal and a Brexit Checklist to help freight operators capitalise on 
the new direct ferry services to Ireland, which effectively side step all the new trade administration 
requirements, which the completion of the Brexit process has given rise to.

Rosslare port reports the freight moved to mainland Europe ‘more than doubled’ throughout the 
whole first week of 2021 (EURACTIV.com, 7 January 2021).

The chief executive of the Irish Exporters Association, Simon McKeever, has emphasised how, in 
the context of current uncertainties, direct routing to Europe ‘provides more assurance’ for both 
exporters and hauliers.

The growing range of options for onward direct shipment of ACP horticultural cargoes initially 
landed in a mainland EU Member State to the Republic of Ireland could offer attractive cargo 
freight rates, given the imbalance in the value of Irish imports and exports using the UK land 
bridge.

https://www.fpcfreshtalkdaily.co.uk/single-post/ireland-to-explore-easing-of-checks-on-food-and-animals
https://www.fpcfreshtalkdaily.co.uk/single-post/exports-to-eu-to-plunge-by-more-than-one-third-because-of-brexit-trade-deal-study-warns
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/government-may-subsidise-direct-ferry-routes-to-eu-post-brexit-says-coveney-1.4376891
https://www.business-live.co.uk/enterprise/brittany-ferries-predicts-freight-boost-19088596
https://www.dfds.com/en/about/media/news/dfds-opens-direct-ireland-france-ferry-route
https://www.dfds.com/en/about/media/news/dfds-opens-direct-ireland-france-ferry-route
https://www.euractiv.com/section/uk-europe/news/ireland-seeks-its-own-landbridge-to-continental-eu/
https://www.dfds.com/en/freight-shipping/routes-and-schedules/rosslare-dunkirk
https://afloat.ie/port-news/port-of-cork/item/48492-port-of-cork-cldn-announce-second-call-from-cork-to-zeebrugge
https://www.cldncargo.com/brexit.html
https://www.cldncargo.com/manager/file/Brexit checklist CARGO form.pdf
https://www.euractiv.com/section/uk-europe/news/ireland-seeks-its-own-landbridge-to-continental-eu/
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This however may require ACP exporters may need to change their initial ports of landing in the 
mainland EU, to bring them closer to the ferry terminals directly serving markets in the Republic of 
Ireland and hence reducing overall delivery times to markets in the Republic of Ireland. 




